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By Frank Gillard representing the Combined British Press

With the Fifth Army,

September l6
,

During last night and this morning the Germans have made many small attacks

on the British port of this front. At the moment it is difficult to see what they
all add up to. They may be attempts to throw into confusion, or they may be

preliminaries to something much bigger, The main thing to report so far is that

everywhere our troops are standing firm as a rock. In fact Commandos hove succeeded

in advancing and retaking one hill from which our troops were driven yesterday by a

strong enemy force of at least thirty tanks, self-propelled guns and armoured troop-
carriers. In counter-attack Commandos took over 100 German prisoners.

During last night one enemy infantry force, of about a company in strength,

attempted to drive a wedge between two of our battalions. They met with some

initial success and there was fierce skirmishing, but they were eventually thrown

right back, Another enemy force in half-track troop-carriers was heard approaching

down the bard: of the Tusciano river, along which several attacks have been made

recently, It about one o'clock two of these vehicles came dashing over the bridge
and wore immediately put out cf action by our anti-tank guns. One of the trucks

was full of mines, for those troops had been sent to mine the bridge area, and this

particular vehicle blazed away in. a spectacular fashion. Some Germans were killed and

-wounded and others taken prisoner. Some, no doubt, escaped into the darkness*

Before the attack ended our gunners had accounted for three more of these carriers.

Prisoners -who had just come from the Eighth Army front said that they had

first been sent to repair a blown bridge at the northern end and were suddenly

switched to this new job.

This bridge is one big enigma at the moment, for the Germans themselves

blew it on September 10, when we had been compelled to withdraw from the town, and

they are now feverishly attempting to repair it. Our artillery fire is constantly

interrupting their efforts. It looks as if they repent their original act and

wish to use the bridge to bring down reinforcements from Naples Plain, The

attempted mining of the bridge over Tusciano fits into this theory since it would

impede the movement of any of our forces in that direction to meet such a throat.

Since about 5*30 this morning enemy attacks, large and small, have been

developing all over the countryside around the river. Fierce infantry clashes are

going on inthis area and enemy tanks are manoeuvring, and probing, attempting to

find the weak spots, I have just come back from this district and found our men

there quite confident and unperturbed* Our artillery fire was terrific. In six

hours one regiment of Field Artillery had fired 18O rounds per gun and had knocked

out two German Mark IV tanks in one area, destroyed seven motor trucks in another,

and broken up many enemy concentrations. Enemy casualties this morning were

known to have been heavy and things were going well for us.
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